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 MESSAGE FROM.......our BRANCH CHAIRMAN. 

Welcome to the autumn edition of our Lancashire BC newsletter. We have 
another ‘golden’ 50th anniversary issue with a wide range of articles 
including the latest on the exciting Hindburn Project and part two of a 50 
year history of Butterfly Conservation. 

What a 50th anniversary.......the hottest and driest since 1976. After a long 
cold winter and a short spring Warton Crag’s Pearl-bordered Fritillaries 
emerged in good numbers and remarkably early on 4th May. Duke of 
Burgundy [at Gait Barrow NNR] and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary soon 
followed in low numbers however Dingy Skipper, Wall, Small Heath, 
Common Blue and Northern Brown Argus all put in a good showing in 
May and early June. Large Heath also did well; pleasing to see them re-
cover after the 2017 fire at Heysham Moss. However all were 
overshadowed by White-lettered Hairstreak records from all over the 
county! [see below] Dark Green and High Brown Fritillary emerged early 
in mid-June but numbers were low and the heat shortened their flight 
period. Most ‘whites’ and ‘browns’ have done well.....especially Large 
White, Grayling, Gatekeeper and Wall....and second generation Common 
Blue and Small Heath have been impressive on coastal sites. Peacocks put 
in a brief ‘show’ before hibernation and before a modest but welcome 
influx of Painted Ladies. 

As I write this in early August the 10 week heat wave is well and truly 
over. Yet despite the mixed weather of recent weeks 2018 has been a 
remarkable year. There have been far more butterflies on the wing but 
already there are signs that impacts could be complex and a mix of good 
and bad...........   *Most adults have been more active, visible and 
numerous...hopefully leading to more mating and egg-laying.                                                                          
*Flying starts earlier in the day and may finish earlier.....this and the last 
point could skew our sightings/data.                                                                                      
*Some species have by necessity changed their nectaring/feeding habits 
eg. ‘Hair-streaks’ have become less arboreal and partly as a consequence 
WLH have been reported in record numbers.                                                                                
*Hot weather encourages some species eg DGF to disperse more readily.          
*With less wild flower nectar garden flowers are especially important.                                      
*Some caterpillar food plants are desiccated: this may lead to starvation. 
We already have reports of stunted caterpillar growth and ‘dwarf’ 
butterflies.   *Grass growth this year was checked by the long winter and 
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then by drought. This may impact on grass feeders but may help violets 
that are overgrown by grass.                                                                                                                         
*Adult flight periods have been brought forward and shortened. This may 
put some species ‘out of sinc’ with their food plants. 

There have been some national press reports that butterfly and moth 
numbers could now ‘crash’ as they did after 1976. It is too soon to say but 
our recorders and butterfly and moth ‘sightings’ are needed more than 
ever. 

Good news from Cumbria that Martin Wain from BC has been successful in 
an application to the HLF for £10,000 towards work to help secure the 
future of the Duke of Burgundy in the North-West. Most sites are in 
Cumbria but we will work with Cumbria to see if support can also be given 
to North Lancashire. 

Later in this issue you will see details of our re-arranged MEMBERS DAY and 
AGM. It was unfortunate that the last date proved unsuitable however you 
will see that we have managed to keep the same programme as before but 
have now booked the centre at Ainsdale NNR for Sunday 7th October. This 
is our main event of the year so please attend if at all possible. It is a 
remarkable site and our key guest speaker and guide for the day is local 
author and Sefton Coast expert Philip Smith.  

On a different matter no one has yet come forward to take on the role of 
Chairman of Lancashire BC from me as I look to stand down in the near 
future....however I am delighted to announce that Jane Jones has taken on 
the role of Deputy Chairman. I am also very pleased to see Gemma 
McMullan take on additional work and both Jane and Gemma are already 
doing a fantastic job. Naturally I wish to see a smooth transition and an 
expanded committee so that tasks can be spread....if you can help please 
contact Jane or myself as we would love to hear from you!  

Best wishes to all, Chris Winnick. 
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LANCASHIRE BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION MEMBERS DAY. 

VENUE: AINSDALE SAND DUNES NATIONAL NATURE RESERVE 

Re-arranged to SUNDAY 7TH OCTOBER  from 

10.00- 15.30  

LOCATION: HALF WAY BETWEEN AINSDALE AND FORMBY with PARKING 

on SITE....meet at the CENTRE BUIDING* 

PROGRAMME. 

10.00-10.15    MEET/COFFEE/ REGISTER 

10.15-11.00    OPEN MOTH TRAPS/ PHOTOGRAPHY....with RON MOYES. 

11.00-11.30    PRESENTATION ON BC’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY by Chris 

Winnick. 

11.30-11.45    COFFEE BREAK. 

11.45-12.30    PRESENTATION ON ‘INVERTEBRATES of the SEFTON COAST’ 

by author and local expert Phil Smith.  

12.30- 13.15   BRIEF AGM followed by LUNCH 

13.15-15.30    GUIDED WALK AROUND PARTS OF THE BUTTERFLY 

TRANSECT AND OTHER SITES WITH LOCAL AUTHOR PHIL SMITH. 

NOTE: IF WET WEATHER PART OF THE OUTDOOR PROGRAMME WILL BE 

MOVED INDOOR AND WILL BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 

ALL MEMBERS OF LANCASHIRE BC TOGETHER WITH THEIR GUESTS ARE 

WELCOME TO ATTEND. [There is no charge for this event]For further 

information contact Chris on chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk or ring 01539 

728254.                                                                                                          

*DIRECTIONS FROM FORMBY......TURN LEFT JUST SOUTH OF AINSDALE 

ONTO THE COAST RD.  After 300-400m [immediately after the railway 

bridge] turn left onto a single track access rd. Despite prohibit signs 

proceed then turn right until you reach the NNR car park. DO NOT PARK 

to the left [PRIVATE HOUSE.] 

 

 

 

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Trip Report – Langden Brook, Trough of Bowland AONB 
Saturday 5th May 2018 
 
 

There were 21 of us on the walk organised as a joint venture with Forest of 
Bowland Festival 2018 by Sandra Silk, Forest of Bowland and David Wainwright, 
Butterfly Conservation. It was a gloriously warm and sunny afternoon with a light 
breeze, so it held a lot of promise for the butterflies and moths.  
Before we set off along the valley, Sandra and David gave us a little information 
on what to expect, leading to a question to David regarding the 'pheromone 
lures' for the Emperor Moths. David duly explained and as a consequence of 
opening the box containing the lures to fully explain, it wasn't long before we 
were followed by our first male Emperor moth. There was no shortage of 
Emperors on Saturday afternoon!We had also been advised by David to look out 
for the elusive BilberryBumblebee, a localised and declining species, found 
almost exclusively on moorland in association with stands of Bilberry. There 
was an offer of an ice-cream for the first person to spot one, David saved himself 
the cost of a "Flake 99" by spotting one himself.  

Our other target species for the afternoon was the 
Green Hairstreak butterfly, also associated with 
Bilberry, although not exclusively. For this species 
we had to wait till the furthermost point of our 
walk, a more open bowl-like area with copious 
numbers of Bilberry bushes. They were first 
spotted well up the hillside, but once people had 
got their eye in, we started to see a few more. 

 
Other moths were also spotted - Common Heath, Water Carpet and Brown Silver 
Lines. We were treated to a Willow Warbler perched on a tree and a Cuckoo 
calling from the woodland on the far side of the valley. Sadly we did not get a 
repeat sighting of Small Copper butterfly that we were treated to last year. It did 
appear though that the vegetation, the 
ferns predominantly, were not in as 
advanced a stage of growth as we had seen 
last year. This would be down to a 
combination of the long winter, late spring 
and the visit was also a week earlier in the 
year compared to last year. 

Photo by Martin 
Warren 

Photo by David Green 
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Field Trip – Yealand Hall & Myers 

Allotments – 23/06/18 

6 attendees enjoyed this two part walk in 

perfect weather conditions. 

The morning walk on Yealand Hall 

Allotment was a little disappointing, with 

no Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries seen.  It 

would appear that they had already gone 

over, due to the recent spell of very hot 

weather.  However, at least 4 Small Heath, 

2 Large Skipper, 4 Small Skipper and good 

numbers of Meadow Brown, Ringlet and 

Speckled Wood were seen. 

The afternoon walk on Myers Allotment 

was much more productive, with at least 

11 Northern Brown Argus, 2 Common Blue, 

5 Small Skipper and good numbers of 

Meadow brown, Ringlet and Speckled 

Wood seen. 

A selection of photographs from the day is 

attached and thanks go to Janice Sutton 

and Mike Gregory for providing these - also 

front cover.     
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Myers Allotment - Conservation Work Parties 

Conservation work parties are normally held twice a week, on 

Tuesday and Thursday, from mid/late September through till the 

end of February each year, the purpose being to maintain and 

enhance areas of species-rich limestone grassland by means of tree 

and scrub clearance, in accordance with the terms of our 

Countryside Stewardship Agreement with Natural England. 

Work parties start at 10.00am and finish at approx. 3.30pm 

(depending on the weather) though you are, of course, free to leave 

at any time.  It is advisable to arrive by 10am, so that you can 

register and receive details of the work to be carried out, together 

with a Health & Safety briefing.  Suitable outdoor clothing and 

footwear is required and you will need to bring a packed lunch. 

Hand tools, training and guidance are provided, with all expected to 

work at their own pace. 

Everyone is invited to join our regular team of volunteers and, apart 

from their conservation value, work parties can be very rewarding 

as well as highly enjoyable and sociable events. 

If you are thinking of coming along, it is always best to phone after 

8am on the day, just to make sure that we have not decided to 

cancel due to the weather or other unforeseen circumstances. 

Contact Dave Wrigley (Reserves Officer) on 01524 805527, email 

reserves@lancashire-butterflies.org.uk 

      

mailto:reserves@lancashire-butterflies.org.uk
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HYNDBURN BUTTERFLY PROJECT UPDATE 

by Gemma McMullan & Chris Atherton 

Milnshaw Park butterfly wildflower 
meadow  
 

The new butterfly wildflower meadow in Milnshaw Park, Accrington 
started to bloom in late June and has already attracted 12 butterfly 
species (large white, speckled wood, small white, common blue, 
meadow brown, green-veined white, red admiral, small tortoiseshell, 
comma, small copper, peacock and small skipper).   The 800m2 meadow 
is also home to bees, dragonflies, moths, ladybirds, crickets and much 
more. 

 

 
 
Volunteers started work on the meadow in April this year.  The first 
step was to strip turf and topsoil from the area before sowing it with a 
wildflower seed mixture beneficial to butterflies and bees.   

This year’s stunning cornfield annual flowers included poppy, corn 
chamomile, cornflower, corn marigold and corncockle.  Next year’s 
meadow will have up to 20 species of perennial butterfly-friendly plants 
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including wild marjoram, common bird’s-foot trefoil, musk mallow, oxeye 
daisy and cowslip.  

We’ve had some lovely comments from park visitors who think the meadow 
has really brightened up the park.  It’s become a popular place for people to 
stop and enjoy the flowers, watch butterflies and take photos.  A sign has 
been placed at the meadow to help visitors identify the butterflies and 
flowers.  The meadow has also been featured in local newspapers and local 
schools and organisations have been invited to visit. 

The butterfly wildflower meadow was funded by the Prospects Foundation 
and EnergieKontor ‘Windfall Fund’, and seeds were donated by the 
Lancashire Wildlife Trust.   

 
 
Branch field trip  

A branch field trip to see the 
butterflies of Milnshaw Park 
was held in July.  We spotted 
our target species white-letter 
hairstreak and looked around 
the butterfly wildflower 
meadow.  We also saw small 
copper and other summer 
species. 

 

 

Big Butterfly Count walk  

We held a Big Butterfly Count 
walk at Huncoat Colliery in 
partnership with the Prospects 
Foundation in July.   

Over 20 people attended and 
14 butterfly species were 
seen.   
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Participants were given free buddleia plants grown by local volunteers as 
well as free wildflower meadow seeds to grow in their gardens. 

Many thanks to Tom Dunbar for helping with the field trip and walk. 

Big Butterfly Count window 
display 
We created a window display 
to promote this year’s Big 
Butterfly Count at the 
Prospects Environment Centre 
in Accrington.   

The display attracted lots of 
attention from passers-by who 
popped into the centre to pick 
up their free Big Butterfly 
Count ID sheets. 

Hyndburn butterfly species 
We’ve now seen 23 butterfly 
species in Hyndburn.  We 
were surprised to see wall 
brown locally (see Chris 
Atherton’s article in this 
newsletter).   

We’ve also seen a surprising 
number of white-letter 
hairstreaks on elm trees, as 
well as finding colonies of 
green and purple hairstreaks. 

More information 

To find out more about the Hyndburn Butterfly Project visit 
www.hyndburnbutterflyproject.org.uk or www.twitter.com/hynd_butterfly 
 

http://www.hyndburnbutterflyproject.org.uk/
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LOOKING FOR THE WRONG BUTTERFLY IN THE WRONG PLACE 

by Chris Atherton 

Last year seeing white-letter hairstreaks locally took our total butterfly 
species count for Hyndburn to 20.  This year Gemma and myself were 
hopeful to add more to this list but were unsure what we might see next. 

On hearing numerous reports of large heath on the wing I decided it was 
worth a look up Hameldon Common near Accrington to check the large 
areas of hare’s-tail cottongrass.  But, after several failed missions, my 
hopes of finding the large heath locally were not looking good. 

Having admitted defeat, and accompanied by hundreds of small heath on 
the wing at the time, I headed back through the abandoned quarry along 
undulating narrow gravel paths surrounded by parched grasses, 
wildflowers and lichen-rich rocks.  

I started to scale a large egg-shaped hillock in order to admire the view 
from the top.  The hillock was noticeably steeper than others in the area 
with a gravel path running up and over it.  Around halfway up I saw a 
mother shipton moth in the grass and stopped to take some photographs 
on the steep incline.  I packed my camera away and whilst having a last look 
around before scaling the rest of the hillock I noticed sat perched on a rock 
only six feet in front of me a wall brown butterfly. 

I’ve seen wall brown once before at Ormsgill Slag Banks on the cliff edges.  
After reading more about it I assumed it was a coastal butterfly that was 
rarely seen inland - yet here it was right in front of me! 
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I’m aware that wall brown was once one of our most common butterflies 
but inland populations have been in decline over recent years.  So I thought 
this could be a useful sighting to report having never seen one locally 
before. 

Obviously it flew off over the hillock before I had chance to get my camera 
out to provide photographic evidence! 

I wandered around the side of the hillock that was sheltered from the wind 
and luckily saw it again.  I then saw two wall browns chasing a small heath 
and managed to get some photos. 

 

I went to the top of the parched stony hillock and it was soon apparent that 
the wall browns were using the bare areas on the south facing side of the 
hillock that I had deemed too exposed and windy. They were flying around 
the top of the hillock and landing in the same places and basking on bare 
ground.  I saw at least four that day, and one was nectaring on ragwort. 

Satisfied I had seen my first inland colony and had taken some clear 
photographs as proof, I set off home smiling. 

A few days later whilst looking at spear thistle next to the Accrington bypass 
(A56) I saw two more wall browns patrolling along a rock face.  This second 
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sighting was two miles away from the last spot and significantly closer to 
home and could well be a second colony. 

My quest for the large heath may have failed miserably but I’m glad I went 
out looking because I wouldn’t have seen the wall brown otherwise. 

Since then we’ve seen purple hairstreak and green hairstreak locally taking 
our total butterfly species count for Hyndburn to 23 (don’t mention holly 
blue!). 
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Volunteers wanted for Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey in 
Lancashire for 2019! 

The Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey is a national scheme which has 
been running since 2009, aimed at monitoring the populations of UK 
butterfly species across the country as a whole. It is run by Butterfly 
Conservation in partnership with the British Trust for Ornithology and the 
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology. The survey takes the form of hundreds 
of 1km x 1km grid squares, randomly located across the UK and allocated 
to volunteer recorders, who walk transects across their square(s) each 
year, recording every butterfly they see according to a set method. This 
count data builds into a national picture of butterfly population trends, 
which over time is able to provide a clear picture of how changes in our 
landscapes are affecting butterfly numbers. This is vital in highlighting 
declines and targeting conservation work, and also to showing how our 
butterfly species are responding to a changing climate. 

The scheme is run by Zoe Randle at BC's headquarters in Dorset, assisted 
by a volunteer co-ordinator in each region. In Lancashire, the co-ordinator 
is Steve Ryder (email: stephenryder@hotmail.com). There are a good 
number of grid squares assigned by BC to our region that currently need a 
surveyor, so if anyone is interested in volunteering they can email Steve 
who will provide more details. Transects typically take about an hour to 
walk, and a minimum of only 2 per year are needed, so getting involved 
need not take up a huge amount of time. 

 

Please consider leaving a gift in 

your will to Butterfly 

Conservation. 

mailto:stephenryder@hotmail.com
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VC59 moths July 2017-June 2018 

It would seem appropriate that as this year the AGM is being held here in 

Ainsdale that this area should feature in my report. 

The Sefton Coast has five major land owners,  Natural England, National 

Trust, Formby Golf Club, MOD Altcar and Sefton Council and across all these 

areas is land designated as a SSSI. (Site of Special Scientific Interest) 

From the local papers one would think that the greatest importance was 

placed on our Red Squirrels and Pine trees and yet within the moth world 

there are many important rare species Goat Moth, Portland Moth, Red-

tipped Clearwing, Grass Eggar, Shore Wainscot, Lyme Grass. (the moth not 

the plant, Satin Carpet, Barred Red and Small Blood Vein to name but a few. 

These require frontal dunes, mobile sand  and dune slacks if they are to 

survive. Plus a few a few Pine trees.  Fortunately there are a number of local 

people who give much of their time to monitoring those listed above. 

The “Atlas of Larger British Moths” will be produced around the middle of 

next year which shows the past and the present distribution of all  British 

Macro moths. Having been privileged to see the maps in relation to some of 

our rarer moths, see list above, I'm shocked at the loss of many moth 

colonies across the country and yet I am excited that we have the privilege 

of being host to some great rarities. 

The cold winds and rain came early last Autumn and many moth recorders 

who trapped away from their gardens packed up early.  The same can be 

said for the beginning of this year and going on the emergence of some 

moths their season looked to have been delayed by around a fortnight.  This 

long hot period might well see that moths who pupate under the soil find it 

baked hard and fail to break out and emerge. 

Across VC59 we have a large number of active moth recorders and five new 

members, their records come from a range of districts across the region 

which gives a good spread of moth species.  With this active band new 

species to the SD 10k squares have increased significantly and some have 
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Your email address 

Is your email up to date with Butterfly Conservation 

Butterfly Conservation Head Office maintains a secure database of 
members’ email addresses. This includes the email address you registered 

when you first joined BC.  

Please ensure yours is up to date to avoid missing out on important 
branch communications. 

Contact 01929 406015 Email: membership@butterfly-conservation.org 

to register any updates 

had “firsts” for VC59 and two people, “firsts” for Lancashire. I also note that 

many are now recording micros for the first time, no doubt helped by the 

publication of one or two excellent books. British Moths ed II. C. Manley,  

Pugs of North West England, B. Hancock,  Micro-moth Field Tips, B. Smart. 

I thank all who send in records, including “one off’s” from the general public 

and also those whose main interest are our butterflies. Please keep the 

records coming and with photos if you can. 

Richard B Walker, VCR 59 

Formby. July 2018. 

We still have copies of Brian Hancock's book on the 'Pug Moths of the North 
West' and have extended the special introductory price to include the 
revised date of the Members Day. To order your discounted copy at £12.00 
+£1.26 P&P please email membership@lancashire-butterflies.org.uk with 
PUG MOTHS in the subject title  
Alternately buy direct at the Members Day to make a further saving on  
postage. 

mailto:membership@butterfly-conservation.org
mailto:membership@lancashire-butterflies.org.uk
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Belted Beauty – Lycia zonaria 
 
What the survey is: 

The single annual survey is a daytime activity involving as many 

people as possible counting as many male and female Belted Beauty 

moths as possible, at the peak of their emergence period (usually 

mid- to late April, depending on tides). In addition a series of 

transect walks are carried out roughly weekly between late March 

and early June. 

 

Why it is important: 

Lancashire contains what is believed to host the last remaining 

colony in England (and possibly Wales as well) of this species. 

Elsewhere in Britain it is still present on the Western Isles of 

Scotland and the west coast of Ireland. The Lancashire colony is 

situated to the south of Heysham Power Station on a 2km stretch of 

coastal saltmarsh stretching from Sunderland Point, north to Potts 

Corner. At its other sites in Britain, and historically in Lancashire, 

Cheshire and North Wales, the habitat for this moth has always 

been developing coastal dune grassland so the Lancashire site is 

atypical and appears to be unique in Europe. 

 

With threats from coastal development, major infrastructure 

projects and climate change effects, it is vitally important that we 

have long-running and accurate data to support any information 

requested relating to the health of the population and its ecological 

requirements. The annual count is part of this process and gives an 

overall idea of where the moth occurs on the site, how the moth 

may use different parts of the site at different parts of the flight 

season and critically, how it is faring. Uses of the marsh, such as 
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recreational and agricultural are also monitored by this and the 

transect visits. 

 

How to get involved: 

If you wish to attend the annual count in April then please notify 

Stephen Palmer via email (s.palmer12@btopenworld.com) or look 

out for postings via the Branch website or Social Media outlets. The 

event is organised towards the end of March each year when the 

likely peak emergence period can be assessed and, subject to tidal 

conditions is normally organised at a weekend close to third week of 

April.  

 

      
 

These photographs of the Belted Beauty (Lycia zonaria), male to the 

left and wingless female to the right, were taken by Alan Bedford in 

late March 2018. 

mailto:s.palmer12@btopenworld.com
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‘Ecky Thump - it’s all happening in Lancashire 

The first surprise was a Brown Argus - not 

the Northern sort - turning up near 

Chorley on July 19th.  It was spotted and 

photographed by  Stuart Booth.  There 

was a report of another from near 

Ramsbottom. 

The next surprise was a report of a Dark 

Green Fritillary from Longton near Preston  from Roy Boydell - 

not a huge distance from the Sefton coast and 

dunes but nice enough - though when the 

photo arrived it was clearly not a Dark Green at 

all, but a Silver-washed Fritillary female! 

Apparently they have had a good year in the 

south and have dispersed widely - 3 were seen 

in east Cheshire around the same time.  And if 

that wasn’t enough, a male was photgraphed 

at Formby, and another around Tosside/

Slaidburn just over the border into VC64/Yorks.   

Then there was the long-tailed Blue seen at 

Hameldon Hill near Accrington  by Nigel and Liz 

Berry on August 6th. 

 

Stuart Booth 

Roy Boydell 

Buzz Bullock 

N & L Berry 
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Myers Allotment Update: 29/07/2018 

Winter Work Parties 

The final work party of the season was held on 13th March 2018.  A total of 

31 work parties were held last winter, with 1248 hours worked. 

Next winter’s work party programme will commence on Tuesday, 18th 

September.  We are always in need of additional volunteers, so, if you can 

help,  please do get in touch.  For further details, see attached. 

Countryside Stewardship Agreement 

We are well on course for completing the 1ha of tree and scrub clearance 

required to be completed by the end of December this year. 

A programme of work to be carried out over the following two winters was 

agreed with HO Reserves Officer, Lucy Morton, at a site meeting on 20th July 

2017.  A total of 13 work areas were identified and volunteers have already 

completed work on 9 of these, leaving a further 4 areas to be worked on 

this winter.  Due to the extent of work required to be completed by the end 

of December, it is expected that contractors will be brought in to carry out 

part of this work. 

It appears that there are some issues with regard to the claiming, following 

the Rural Payments Agency (RPA) inspection in November last year.  The 

RPA inspector felt that the agreement had been drawn up incorrectly by 

Natural England (NE) in respect of the grassland prescriptions.  She felt that 

the GS6 option (maintenance of species rich grassland) was inappropriate 

and that a more appropriate option would have been GS7 (restoration of 

species rich grassland).  This conclusion was based on her calculating the 

area of reclaimed grassland to be 2.706ha, in 7 packets, out of the total site 

area of 7.2ha.  This figure is in dispute and HO Reserves Officer, Lucy 

Morton, is in the process of attempting to accurately map the open areas. 

Another issue was in respect of the SP6 cattle grazing supplement.  The 

inspector stated that only the measured clearings, totalling 2.706ha, had 

grass in them, which is again under dispute.  NE had apparently set up a 
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stocking density calendar of maximum 4, minimum 3 cattle to be on site 

from July through to January each year and the inspector felt that, given the 

small area of grassland available, the site could not support the 

recommended numbers for the recommended period.  We are hoping to 

have a meeting on site with the grazier (Bill Grayson) in September in order 

to elicit his views. 

It is likely that John Davis (Head of Reserves) will not be able to submit any 

claims under these headings until the above matters have been resolved 

between NE and the RPA.  However, Lucy Morton is in the process of 

submitting a claim for the stone wall restoration work, which was 

completed in September last year. 

I understand that claims have been submitted for the annual payments 

(£1182.99 for management of species rich grassland and £292.50 cattle 

grazing supplement) but these have not as yet been paid.  This apparently 

not only applies to Myers, but also to other BC reserves which are also in 

Countryside Stewardship.  The RPA and NE are still apparently discussing 

the outcomes of the inspections carried out last autumn and payments are 

not likely to be made until these discussions have been finalised. 

I also understand that Lucy Morton is in the process of submitting a claim 

for the stone wall restoration work, which was completed in September last 

year. 

 Other Work 

In August last year, a quantity of yellow rattle seed was planted in 3 of the 

open grassland areas on site and I am pleased to say that this all germinated 

and has been flowering well this summer.  Yellow rattle is hemi-parasitic on 

grasses and it is hoped that this will help to reduce the vigour of the grass in 

these areas, allowing other wildflowers to flourish. 

20 wild goldenrod plug plants (caterpillar foodplant of the White-spotted 

Sable moth) were also planted at the top of the limestone pavement.  

Unfortunately, not many of these took, and those that did have now almost 

certainly died as a result of the recent drought.           
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I am pleased to report that site access has recently been improved by the re

-surfacing of the track leading up from the top gate.  This will facilitate the 

transport of tools and equipment around the site and will enable timber to 

be extracted from the site in all but the wettest weather. This work was 

kindly funded by Aggregate Industries, with all the stone, manpower and 

machinery provided by the Back Lane Quarry in Carnforth.  We are indebted 

to Mike Turner, Quarry Manager, for facilitating this work. 

Nest Box Monitoring 

The annual programme of nest box monitoring has once again been carried 

out, as part of the BTO nest record scheme, and I am indebted to volunteers 

David Foy, Anne Smith, Mike Bloomfield and Sue Brindle for assisting with 

this work.   

l am pleased to say that we have had yet another successful breeding 

season, with 38 out of the 72 boxes occupied (53%) and 159 of the 190 

young successfully fledged (84%).  Highlights were 4 boxes occupied by 

Nuthatches, 2 by Marsh Tits and 1 by Tawny Owls.  For full details, see 

separate sheet attached. 

The Tawny Owls only laid one egg, which hatched and fledged successfully.  

I understand that very few owl boxes in the area have been occupied this 

year and only one or two eggs have been laid, most likely as a result of a 

shortage of small mammals, following the severe winter.      

David Wrigley 

Reserves Officer, BC Lancashire            
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Enjoying moths without light traps, photography by day and night.  

Brian Hancock 

You would not be reading this newsletter if you were not interested in 

butterflies but perhaps moths are a bit of a mystery.  There seem to be so 

many different species, some hard to identify and requiring light traps to 

find them. That is a pity because there are several species to be found by 

day either flying by choice or just resting during the day. Searching just 

aster sunset with a torch and net is a most enjoyable way of finding them 

though the number found will be nothing like that attracted to a moth 

trap. The bonus is that you are out there in the countryside or just your 

garden, looking for them along with, owls, bats and other nocturnal 

creatures and sometime beautiful sunsets. The moths can be netted in 

flight, especially the geometers that have a fluttery fight compared to the 

noctuids that are mostly far too fast to catch. The best conditions are 

warm still and cloudy nights. As its gets dark you may see moths on 

flowers or foliage perhaps their larval foodplant, some will be nectaring, 

mating, egg laying or mostly just resting. These present great photo 

opportunities. 

With the availability of many pocket sized camera I guess all of us take 

photos of Butterflies. At first, they may be just record shots but if you get 

hooked as many of us do, then you will want to upgrade your camera and 

your skills. A good camera goes not take photos by itself, it takes time to 

master the controls and get the best out it. As you snap one species there 

is always a desire to go one better and possibly like me aim to photograph 

all the British Butterflies. Having achieved this, I am increasingly trying to 

photograph moths in their natural environment both day and night. 

Throughout Britain there a large list of day flying moths though many are 

very local and hard to find. For Lancashire there is book on Butterflies and 

day flying Moths in preparation by the Lancashire and Cheshire Fauna 

society. For upland heather there are Emperor Moths, Northern Eggars 

and the Fox moth  though they fly so fast you will only  photograph one if 

you come across a female at rest.   
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Fox moth found by day. The male Emperor responds well to 

pheromone lures and do the elusive day 

flying group, the clearwings. There are 

increasingly being recorded in 

Lancashire though the use of lures. 

Some moths are readily disturbed by 

brushing foliage by day for example 

Common Carpet and Brown Silver Lines 

though they prefer to re settle on 

underside of leaves making photography difficult. A few rest on the upper 

surfaces of leaves from choice for example Cream wave or on flower heads 

for example Antler moth on ragwort whilst others rely on camouflage and 

will only be spotted by the sharp eyed by day. 

 

Wave Umber by day on a tree trunk. 

 

The Pyrausta family of day flying micros are quite challenging but very 

rewarding to photograph. They are fast flying close to the ground and 

associated with members of the mint family their larval food plants. 

Ivy Blossom in October is a great attraction to moths. Don’t be put off if you 

don’t find any at first, they can be a bit sparse but with persistence there 

are some lovely moths to find. For example Pink Barred sallow,  Chestnut, 

Brick , Red Sword Grass, and Angle shades to name a few. 

Cream Wave found by day on the 

upper surface of a leaf. 
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Moths can be found resting 

anywhere at night but the most 

productive place to search is 

Ragwort Flowers in July and 

August, I can find up to 10 

species on a good night. 

 Winter surprisingly provides 

some good photo opportunities 

because the branches are bare 

and the moths are easier to 

spot.  

Scarce Umber  and Winter 

Moths are examples for 

November and December 

whilst  in January if you search 

on Blackthorn bushes you can 

find the Early Moth .  

For all the illustration here, I 

have used a compact camera, 

one of the Panasonic TZ series 

or Canon G series. If you are 

starting you can rely on the 

inbuilt flash on auto settings 

and may get some acceptable 

first shots. I have a bright head 

torch and use this to illuminate 

the moth and use spot 

metering and focus. Provided I 

use a large aperture there is 

usually enough light to avoid 

camera shake. I experiment 
Pink Barred Sallow at Ivy Blossom in 

October.   

A Juniper Pug feeding on Ragwort at 

night. 

Pyrausta Cingulata nectaring on Hop 

trefoil 
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with different distances and take 

plenty of shots, most moths at night 

are very obliging.  

The majority of moths you find at 

night will be the common ones, but if 

you know where to go you may have 

the chance to photograph a real 

rarity such as the Netted Carpet one of 

Lancashire’s rarest moths. 

We are all like to record and find 

exotic species, but every day moths 

from our moth traps take on a new 

beauty when observed at night.  It’s 

easy to forget the simple enjoyment 

of their endless variety. Viewed at 

night in their natural habitat their 

appeal takes on a new dimension.  

 

Scarce Umber in November 

  

Netted Carpet on Touch me not 

Balsam. 

Mother of Pearl resting on Field Maple keys   
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Smardale:  from Newbiggin-on-Lune to Smardalegill Viaduct   

 August 12th 2018  

Heavy rain at breakfast,   thunder at tea-time. The morning was humid 

and still, with rain drops lingering on vegetation.   There was time to 

appreciate different aspects of Smardale Gill National Nature Reserve as 

we walked the dismantled railway track.   Vistas opened up toward 

Scandal Beck and Smardale Packhorse Bridge and the sun grew brighter.  

There are diverse flowers and with the sun came butterflies. We had a 

range of species, with good sightings of Scotch Argus and Painted Ladies.   

Overwintering in North Africa the Painted Lady can cross the Sahara 

Desert, the mountains of North Africa and the Mediterranean, in a single 

generation.  En route for Britain, they fly low. And high on their return, 

reaching an altitude of 3,000 feet. An awesome migration. 

Painted Ladies showed well at Smardale.  Knapweed and Scabious were 

the nectaring plants for most species we saw: Small Copper, Peacock, 

Tortoiseshell, Small Heath, Green-veined White and Hummingbird  

Hawkmoths.  And numbers of Scotch Argus.  

Scotch Argus: Erebia Aethiops its 

latin name evokes the rich dark 

colour of the upper-wings. A large 

and thriving population of Scotch 

Argus at Smardale is dependent 

on Blue Moor grass which flowers 

late April on limestone grassland 

grazed only in winter. In Scotland, 

the Scotch Argus favours the 

taller purple moor grass of acid 

moorland.  Once we reached the zone of Blue Moor grass we began to 

find them. Chris Winnick showed us their core habitat where Scotch Argus 

breed in profusion. Our best sightings occurred on the stretch of 

dismantled railway overlooking Smardale packhorse bridge, past the 

double limekiln and as we reached Smardalegill viaduct. Scotch Argus is a 
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Smardale special found only here and at Arnside Knott and high on our list 

of target-species. 

Flowers of the embankment rose in drifts of Devil’s Bit Scabious and Field 

Scabious, of Knapweed, with Melancholy Thistle, Harebell, Great Burnet, 

Rosebay Willowherb and Greater Willowherb.  Abundant Rose hips, berries 

of Guelder Rose and  seed- heads of Angelica and Hogweed. At first glance 

Valerian looked browned-off and ragged but its parachute seed dispersal 

mechanisms are intricate and beautiful. Bloody Cranesbill, another 

speciality of Smardale, had gone to seed and from each scarlet calyx 

emerged a long black cranesbill- the seed-capsule for which the plant is 

named.  There are Yellow Rattle seed-heads and flowers of Eyebright, hemi-

parasitic plants which tap into grasses, seeking their nutrients, sapping their 

vigour and so increasing the diversity of the Smardale flora.  

An abundance of seeds on 

embankment and hedgerow 

attracted flocks of Linnet and 

Goldfinch. Willow Warbler were 

audible with contact calls as they 

prepare to migrate. Swallows wove 

above our track all day. A 

twittering Hawthorn stopped us in 

our tracks.  

With perfect timing, rain held off 

until the drive home. Thanks to Chris Winnick for a rewarding and 

informative trip and a butterfly focus on Smardale.                                                               

Jan Wiltshire. 

ED. NOTE. We thank Jan Wiltshire for this article. Jan is author of the 

excellent books ‘Scout Scar’ and ‘Cumbrian Contrasts’ and wrote this article 

following an Arnside NHSOC. field trip. Cumbria BC ran their own equally 

successful trip there on 9.8.18 and Lancashire BC plan to include this in their 

programme for 2019.......a great site! 
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Munching Caterpillars – an update on Butterfly Conservation’s flagship education 

project  

The Munching Caterpillars Project was launched in 2012 and ran until the end of 

2015. Covering Dorset and Somerset, the Heritage Lottery funded Project was a 

fantastic opportunity for Butterfly Conservation to stretch its wings in the field of 

environmental education. Three years on from the project’s close, Senior 

Education officer Kate Merry gives an update on what has happened to Munching 

Caterpillars since, and what the future might hold. 

Munching Caterpillars was a fantastic project to work on – fun, varied, often 

frantically busy, demanding but very, very satisfying. The immediate months 

following the project’s close felt very quiet by comparison as I sat, desk bound, 

completing the end of project review and report for the Heritage Lottery Fund.  

I felt proud of the finished report and it was good to reflect on all that the project 

had achieved; 233 primary school workshops delivered, 99 community events, 16 

training workshops – 14,000 children reached in total. The feedback from those 

taking part in the project gave us confidence that the simple, engaging activities 

and workshops we devised had certainly enabled us to meet our main aim of 

enthusing young people in the fascinating world of butterflies, moths and  their 

caterpillars – and importantly, of inspiring them to take action to help them. 

Fast forward to 2018 and there are new Munching Caterpillars projects underway. 

The first to get started put an urban spin on the original project. ‘Munching 

Caterpillars Goes to Town’ is being delivered in Bristol by Project Officer Matt 

Brierley. Working on behalf of the Somerset and Bristol Branch, who have part-

funded and instigated the project, Matt has been visiting schools in the most urban 

parts of the city where his work to connect children with nature has had a huge 

impact. Part of Matt’s workshops with the children involve planting nectar and food 

plants in the school grounds and for many of them it is their first experience of 

holding a trowel and digging the soil. Not surprising then, that their reactions to 

coming face to face with a hairy Garden Tiger caterpillar are of extreme 

excitement! This project has benefitted from a fantastic partnership with the 

University of West England. Student volunteers have worked with Matt in the 

classrooms and out at events, and in return for their help have enjoyed their time 

with us and gained some useful experience. 
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Feeling inspired? To find out more about education work at Butterfly 

Conservation please get in touch with Kate Merry, kmerry@butterfly-

conservation.org. You can also contact XXXX at the Branch to find out about 

opportunities for getting involved with Branch activities locally. For more 

information on Munching Caterpillars projects past and present and for our 

education resources visit www.munchingcaterpillars.org 

Over in Hampshire, Project Officer Kate Barrett has begun work on Munching 

Caterpillars – Wild in Winchester. This project shifts the focus away from the 

classroom and instead aims to encourage schools from Winchester and beyond to 

visit our reserve at Magdalen Hill Down. We are thinking of it as a giant, outdoor 

classroom! Kate will be using this wonderful natural resource as a living illustration 

of many elements of the national curriculum. An important part of Kate’s work is to 

establish a partnership with the Winchester Science Centre, which sits right on the 

edge of the reserve. Kate will be training staff to use the reserve as an opportunity 

to cover more ecological topics with the hundreds of thousands of school children 

that visit each year. 

At the time of writing, we have just filled the post for Munching Caterpillars 

Scotland. Thanks to further HLF funding, the two year project will be delivered 

across Scotland’s Central Belt with Polly Philpot based at our Stirling Office. Polly’s 

first task will be to adjust our resources for use in Scotland and ensure that our 

workshops fulfil the requirements for the Curriculum for Excellence. 

The great challenge has been funding these projects. We have had fantastic support 

from our Branches but fundraising to cover the full costs of these projects has been 

tough. We will continue to work hard to ensure that our Munching Caterpillars 

campaign marches steadily on, and we have some new projects in the pipeline that 

we hope to be able to share soon. We will keep striving to ensure that there is a 

new generation of butterfly and moth enthusiasts and that we continue to offer 

opportunities for them to become captivated by these beautiful insects – just as we 

have.  
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Lancashire Conservation Review 

Butterfly Conservation have had a strong presence in Lancashire and Morecambe 

Bay for many years, and over the past 12 months we have been involved in a wide 

range of Projects.  

Martin Wain has been leading the Morecambe Bay Facilitation Fund, which brings 

Landowners and land managers together to develop landscape scale conservation, 

by offering training and demonstrations days, to show best practice to achieve 

butterfly and biodiversity gains. We have been working with an ever increasing 

group of 50 landowners to undertaken a range of events  such as a wood processing 

demonstration day, a guided trip to Wild Ennerdale,  and developing a scything 

group. We have also been involved in partnerships to promote butterflies like the 

Pearl Bordered-fritillary on Warton Crag, we have encouraged cluster groups to 

undertake management for the Brown Hairstreak butterfly and run citizen science 

projects using pheromone surveys for the Barred Tooth-striped moth across north 

Lancashire.  

In addition our WREN project is coming to the end of its 3rd and final year. We have  

brought significant woodland management to a range of sites around the Arnside 

and Silverdale AONB and have seen some fantastic responses to this work e.g. the 

best recorded colony of the White Spotted Sable moth is now at Marble Quarry. 

As the WREN project is ending we are looking for other funding and we have 

applied for a two year funded project from the Walney Extension Fund. We have 

also secured a 1 year funded project around the Duke of Burgundy which will 

enable us next year to continue to plant up primrose and cowslip stepping stones 

across the landscape to support Duke of Burgundy colonisation.  

However our attempt to work with 10 other local wildlife charities to bring £2.5m 

into the area from the Arcadia Group fell at the third fence in February. 

The research undertaken by Lancaster University has been very popular with 

branch members, and we had a successful event at Lancaster University reviewing 

the excellent post graduate and undergraduate studies from last year. This year we 

have worked with the terrific staff at Lancaster and Cumbria Universities to support 

8 butterfly and moth projects, including work on the Fritillaries of Warton Crag, 

genetics of the Scotch Argus, and a violets in coppice butterfly habitat study. 
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This year is proving to be a memorable year for butterflies for all sorts of weather 

related reasons and we hope to have captured some of the wonderful recording 

work that volunteers are doing from the records on the sightings page as well as 

the big butterfly count, the butterfly transects and timed counts.  

Volunteers in Lancashire do a tremendous amount of recording. Their work on 

Butterfly Transects often underpins our successful bids to funders, and establishes 

us as a genuine hot spot for butterflies in the UK, and their work with wider 

butterfly recording helps us to increase species distributions across the county, 

such as the White Letter Hairstreak work in central Lancs and the urban butterfly 

survey work in Manchester and Lancaster.  

Butterfly Conservation will often operate in partnership with other projects and this 

year we have been helping the Morecambe Bay Partnership to spend some of their 

money on butterfly and moth habitat, we have been trying to persuade the Species 

Restoration Project at Cumbria University to look at spending money on restoring 

some butterfly species in that county, and we have a close working relationship 

with Natural England and through this we have developed a dozen 5 and 10 year 

Countryside Stewardship schemes around rare and threatened butterflies.  

Martin Wain - Regional Office. 
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Book Review - Of Moths and Men by Judith Hooper 

Published by Fourth Estate, 2002, new copies £10.95 paperback through 

Amazon, kindle edition 99p. 

“Every schoolchild is familiar with the peppered moth experiment that 
‘proves’ natural selection: in the early 1950s a black variety of the moth 
thrived in industrial areas because the camouflage on blackened trees 
protected it from predatory birds..  However, these findings, now 
immortalised in our biology textbooks, were botched and inaccurate.  They 
came from a scientist who, hungry for fame and recognition, became blind 
to the truth.  Of Moths and Men is a fascinating story of hubris, delusion and 
heartbreak behind the most important paradigm in twentieth century 
evolutionary biology” 

That’s what it says on the back of the book (which contrived to be right in 

my eye line in a second-hand book shop).  I picked up and had a quick leaf 

through - the writing style was pleasing - before putting it back and going in 

to find the book I’d gone in for - which they hadn’t got.  So I bought this 

book on the way out and got started on it a few weeks later.   

It really is a riveting read - as engrossing as any detective story and shows up 

just how unpleasant some of the protagonists were as people - I’d never 

known, for instance, that EB Ford who wrote the classic New Naturalist book 

on butterflies, was a total misogynist who refused to lecture to classes 

unless there were men in the audience!  And the flawed experiment (by B 

Kettlewell but for which Ford took credit) which only really showed that if 

you place torpid or dead moths on tree trunks (where they do not naturally 

roost to start with), birds will eat the ones they can see most easily first.  Put 

out more moths to replace those eaten, the birds will eat those too - 

essentially creating a bird feeding station. 

My copy will be donated to the Lancashire Branch Library  and will soon be 

available to borrow.  

Laura Sivell 
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